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Alexander Wang lock cuff

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Alexander Wang has created his first jewelry collection for his namesake label, citing his time at Balenciaga as an
exposure point for those designs to flourish.

Mr. Wang stepped down as the creative director of the French fashion house in October to spend more time
developing the designs of his own brand (see story). While at Balenciaga, Mr. Wang designed all of its  women's
wear including stand out statement jewelry pieces such as oversized pearl earrings and dagger-like brooches seen
in the fall/winter 2015 collection.

Locked in on jewelry
In addition to the pieces Mr. Wang put on the runway in fall 2015 while still at Balenciaga, he collaborated with Gaia
Repossi, whose family brand was just purchased by LVMH (see story), and Betony Vernon.

"I always wanted to do jewelry, but I never felt like I had the opportunity. I've had my hands quite full," Mr. Wang told
WWD. "But I really got exposed to it when I went to Balenciaga and I really enjoyed the process."

While Mr. Wang has designed everything from bottle openers to canteens as part of his Objects collection, the
designer had yet to launch a proper jewelry collection for the Alexander Wang brand until now. Given the Alexander
Wang aesthetic, jewelry is a logical next step as his "touch/chic" designs that often include hardware elements, such
as the Rocky bag line.

The Alexander Wang jewelry collection will be produced in Italy and at start will include three pieces. The
collection includes bike chain earrings, a necklace with a lock and a lock cuff bracelet.

//

Vogue photographs Kendall Jenner in Spring 2016 Leather Dress with Bike Chain Straps, Annys
Sandal, Double Lock Necklace, Lock Cuff & Four Link Earring.

Posted by ALEXANDER WANG on Saturday, November 21, 2015

For the chain pieces Mr. Wang used brass-plated in palladium while the locks are brass-plated in 24-karat gold. The
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jewelry will be sold at Alexander Wang boutiques and its Web site later this month, and will be available at Net-A-
Porter, Joyce HK and Mytheresa.com in March.

Prices for the collection range from $295 to $525. Mr. Wang did not share his sales projections for the launch, but
told WWD, "From what [jewelry] represented in terms of business at my previous employer, I feel it can definitely
play a significant part in my offering."
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